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SIGNIFICANT USES OF ARABIC WRITING*
BY FRANZ ROSENTHAL
ON THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER OF THE

year I35 I, the well-knownShafi'itejurist and

author,Taqi-ad-din as-Subki,released a legal
opinion in reply to the following questionaddressedto him:
What is your opinionconcerninga man'splacing
his foot upon a carpetinto which there are woven
some letters of the alphabetarrangedin meaningful words such as "blessing,""bliss," "enduring
strength"?Is it permissible
for a manto stepon the
portionsof the carpetwherethesewordsare found?1

In his reply, as-Subkiis inclined to consider it forbiddenfor a man to step on such a
carpet, although he says he is unable to offer
sufficientlystrong proof for his opinion. Decisive proof would be necessary because an
express prohibitionby the Lawgiver, or reasoning based on sound analogy, is requiredin
order to declaresomethingforbidden. He has
no doubt, however, that he is dealing with
something that is to be classified as disapproved. There are people who do considerit
forbiddenon the strengthof the argumentthat
every letter of the alphabetis indicativeof one
of God's most beautifulnames. However, this
argumentis not specificenough. Then, there
are those speculationsof "the science of letters," attributingmagicaland physicalproper*

The following pages contain a 2O-minutelecture
presented at the meeting of the American Oriental
Society in Ann Arbor in April I959, during a symposium on the uses of writing. Except, of course, for
the footnotes (and the fact that during delivery of the
lecture some passages were shortened or omitted by
me in order to stay within the allotted time limit),
the text of the lecture is printed here much as it was
delivered. It is hoped that it will be judged for what
it is-a brief and, of necessity, incompleteoutline of a
very large subject, a lecture meant to be heard and not
to be read.
'Fatawi (Cairo, I355-56), vol. 2, pp. 563-565.

ties to individualletters. Some of those speculations are clearly sinful and classified as
disapproved;others he has found throughhis
own experienceto be untrue.
Since these argumentscannot be used to
decide the question,as-Subkibases his opinion
on an argumentwhich runs somewhat as follows. The Qur'anrefers to God repeatedlyas
the "Creator of everything." The letters of
the alphabetare to be includedin the expression "everything." They are sections of the
sound complexes that are accidents of the
bodies created by the Lord; thus, they are
created together with them in the second or
third place. Everything created by God has
its specific purpose. This purpose must be
taken into considerationby man wheneverhe
uses something. It is inherentin the thing by
virtue of the act of creation, or it is fixed by
the religiouslaw. Any improperuse of something is permissibleonly if sanctionedby the
Lawgiver. The Prophetic traditions include
the story of the cow that spoke up and protested against being used for riding purposes.
Anyonewho arguesthat a cow can be used for
ridingmust bring specialproof for his contention, or he may use the argumentthat riding
on them was one of the secondarypurposes
for which cows were created, even if their
primaryand obviouspurpose,whichis always
stressed, is that they be used for plowing.
Hence, the letters-and here we can observe
the almost universal failure of mediaeval
scholars to make a clear-cut distinction between soundand letter-were createdin order
to produce,by meansof their proper arrangement, the word of God and Muhammadand
of the other prophetsandthe angels as well as
othernecessary,desirable,or permissibleutter-
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ances. There canbe no doubtas to the correctness of the assumptionthat the fact that the
letters are used for the productionof something necessaryor desirable makes it obligatory upon humanbeings to honor and reverence them. In the opinion of lawyers, a piece
of paper containingthe name of God cannot
be used for writing on it secularstories or the
like.2 In this case, of course, the situation is
clear since the name of God is involved. But
what if it is a case of ordinary letters that
could be used for producingany word in the
world? In this case, it is still possibleto make
a case for a similarprohibition,since it is not
necessary to prove the complete identity of
two cases but merely to prove the fact that
they share certainlegal characteristics(causa
legis).
An objectionmay be raised, his argument
continues,to the effect that the same letters
that are used to indicategood and holy words
may be used to indicateevil words and words
of unbelief. While this is true, it must be
stated that the letters were created for the
former purpose. Like anythingelse, they may
be employedby humanbeings to serve either
their proper purpose or a contrary purpose.
In the latter case, however, we are dealing
with an unjust and improper action which as
such is to be classified as forbidden. In this
sense, some scholars have gone so far as to
wash each time before touching a piece of
paper. Paper can be used for writing down
either good words or evil words. However,
the true purpose for which it was created and
for which it must be reverenced is for writing
on it the Qur'an, the Prophetic traditions, and
all other useful kinds of knowledge. Were a
man to step upon a piece of paper upon which
nothing had as yet been written, intentionally
2
Some examples of the reverenceshown by pious
men for pieces of paper that may contain the name of
God, in H. Ritter, Das Meer der Seele, Leiden, I955,

pp. 295, 270.

and in full knowledge of the fact that all
paper must be reverenced,his action could be
classifiedas a forbiddenone. The same applies
to the letters of the alphabet. Those who
know the purpose for which the letters were
created are not permitted to step on them.
This admits making an exceptionfor persons
ignorant of the purpose of writing, in conformity with the widely accepted legal view
that only knowledgeof the fact that an action
is forbiddenmakesits commissiona crime.
Therefore, as-Subklconcludes,only those
who are awareof the facts concerningthe true
purpose of writing as stated here commit a
crime when they step on such letters as are
found on the carpet. However, thoughit may
not always be a crime, it could in any case be
considered as forbidden, and the person ignorant of the situation should be taught to
know better.
This summary of as-Subki's legal opinion
may serve, I believe, as a competent guide
through the vast field of writing in Islam. The
practical uses of the Arabic script have never
been subject to any limitation. Arabic writing
was used to perpetuate the word of God and
all conceivable forms of literary and scientific
endeavor, from the loftiest thought down to
the strictly utilitarian notations of the merchant and the idle scribblings of vulgar hands
on the walls of houses and rooms. It proved
no less able than other types of writing to
denote a great variety of languages and to
furnish transliteration signs sufficient for the
occasional fixation in writing of foreign sounds.
Against the full weight of a powerful literary
tradition, it has also been able, when called
upon, to express widely divergent forms of
Arabic speech, with as much or as little success
as similar efforts undertaken, for instance,
within the English system of writing. What,
we may ask, is peculiar to, or remarkable in,
the use of writing in Islam?

SIGNIFICANT USES OF ARABIC WRITING

One aspect, in particular,is suggestedand
strongly emphasizedby as-Subkl'sreflections.
That is, the sacred character of writing in
Islam. At the same time, as-Subkimakes it
clear-and he is certainlyright in makingthis
distinction-that the sacredness of writing
should be considered as something different
from the magical power that was widely believed to be possessed by writing. It is true
that both sacrednessand magical power were
early and inseparablepropertiesof writing. It
is also true that letter magic was widely practiced throughoutMuslim history and the theory of specificpropertiesinherentin the letters
was acceptedas a possiblyvalid explanationof
the mysteries of nature even by some of the
best minds produced by Muslim civilization.
However, the sacrednessof writing in Islam
was somethingmore historicallyeffectiveand
more basicallyand profoundlyIslamic. It had
its origin in the importancethat the Qur'an
attributedto the possession of written books
by a religiouscommunity,and it was intimately
connectedwith the early Islamic discussionof
the meaningof the concept"word of God" as
it affectedthe recitationand written reproduction of the Qur'an. From the very beginning
all this revolved, specifically,aroundthe Arabic language and Jrabic writing and made
both integral componentsof the Muslim religion, a role which naturally assumed ever
larger proportions when Muslim civilization
came to favor more and more its religious
aspects and institutions. Arabic writing, even
more so than the language, became a sacred
symbolof Islam.
The reason why writing outdistancedlanguage as a religioussymbolis easily explained
from historical circumstances. In the first
powerful burst of energy, the Arab Muslims
succeededin displacingthe languagesof quite
a few territories and eventually supplanting
them with their own. This was an astonishing
feat, consideringthe comparativelysmall num-
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ber of speakers of Arabic and the fact that
they were originally no bearers of a higher
civilization. The main resistance to Arabic,
in fact, came from long-establishedadministrative institutionsclosely connectedwith the
civilizationsof the subjectpeoples, and it took
about half a centuryto overcome that resistance. Soon, time, space, and numbersdid their
job of weakeningthe original impetusso that
it was no longerpossibleto influenceadditional
masses of speakersof foreign tongues in ever
more remoteterritoriesand to requireof them
the tremendoussacrificeof giving up their own
languages. On the other hand, the sacrificeof
changingscriptswas muchmore easily accomplished. It has been alleged that the Arabic
script is not particularlysuited to expressthe
soundsof the languagesthat came to adopt it.
However, at the time the change to Arabic
writingwas made,the native scriptswere often
greatly inferior to Arabic in most technical
aspects. The switch to Arabic writing meant
a breakwith the past, of course,but it did not
entail any great practical loss and actually
made literacy easier.
In Muslim civilization, writing thus became a sacred religious symbol of the first
order. In consequence,the various religious
groups other than Muslim which lived within
the boundariesof Islam adhered zealously to
their particularscripts while willingly changing languages. There is no real evidencefrom
the pre-IslamicOrient to indicate the prevalence of writing over language as a religious
symbol, even though sacredness attached to
writing from the earliest times, and religious
groups naturallytended to develop their own
type of writing to be used for their original
languages. In Islam, sacredness became a
characteristicelement in writing. Its presence
and effectwere not only felt but also discussed
and analyzed. To this day, radicalreforms of
writing are widely felt to constitute a break
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with a tradition that possesses the aura of
religious sanctity.3
The feelings arousedby religious awe are
not basicallydifferentfrom the emotionsstimulated by man's artistic instincts. As-Subki's
legal opinioncentersaroundthe fact that writing was used in Islam as a form of artistic expression. The extraordinaryinterest in calligraphy we encounterin Muslim civilization
is indeed as well known as it is remarkable.
Writing was widely used as a decorative element in architectureand in connectionwith
small objects includingcarpets, textiles, and a
wide range of different utensils. The calligraphic execution of manuscriptsand documents was a highly esteemed form of art.
Numerous varieties of the Arabic script were
created, among them some using leaf and
flower motifs for embellishment,and again
others of a zoomorphicalcharacter,using letters in the form of animals, mainly birds.
A rather extensive literature on calligraphy
was produced,of which a large part has been
preserved.
This literature makes no effort to gloss
over the fact that its primary purpose was
practical. Books on writing were meant to
serve utilitarian ends. They were published
in order to help government officials whose
main equipmentwas a thorough commandof
the written word, and they prepared those
officialsfor successin an often highly lucrative
profession. Therefore, this literaturestresses
the full range of technicalknow-howrequired
by an accomplishedpenman,to the virtual exclusion of anything else. It also displays an
understandabletendencyto link up calligraphy
with intellectualpursuits rather than esthetic
3 A bitter denunciationof those who wish to replace Persian with Roman charactersfor the writing
of Urdu from a Pakistani newspaper (al-Islam, vol.
6, No. 5 [Karachi, March i, I959] ), is a timely illustration and corroborationof the above statement.

andartistic-emotionalnotions. However, there
can be no doubtwhateverthat calligraphyalso
served to satisfy the artistic needs of human
nature in Islam. One of the writers on calligraphy, Ibn Durustawayh (d. 958), said that
in addition to the technicaland utilitarianaspects to which he restricted his book, there
also existed, as another important but different aspect,ornamentalwritingon paperand
stone (taswzr, naqsh).4
Overwhelmingevidencefor the emotionalartistic element in Muslim calligraphyis furnishedby its very character.The infinitepains
that were taken in order to develop new and
more beautiful forms of writing point in the
same direction. Then there are occasionalremarks that express esthetic appreciation of
writing in deeply felt emotional terms.5 We
find comparisonsof writing with objects of
recognizedbeauty and emotionalappeal, such
as jewelry, flowers,gardens,and textiles. The
sphere of more intimate emotions is touched
when a beautiful handwritingis describedas
giving joy to the heart and pleasure to the
eye,6 or when the sense of smell, so highly
refinedin the East, is invoked and ink is compared to perfume,7and a poet could say that
Saffron
is theperfume
of maidens,
Andinkis theperfume
of men.8
4Kuttaub,2d ed., Beirut, I927,

p. 6.
Since the sources contain little on esthetic appreciation, the secondaryliterature also has little on
it. An exceptionwe may mention here is A Survey of
Persian Art, edited by A. U. Pope. The second volume of the Survey deals with calligraphy. It would
seem wrong, though, to claim every expression of
admiration for particular specimens of handwriting
as indicative of an appreciationof handwriting as a
form of art in the sense we have in mind.
6 Cf. al-Tawhidi's short treatise on calligraphy,
published in Ars Islamica, vols. 13-14 (1948), No.
5

93, P. 19.

Al-Tawhidi, op. cit., No. 7I, p. I7.
8Al-Mawardi, Adab ad-dunya wa-d-din, Cairo,
7

I315, p. 37.
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Here we also have an example of the significantconnectionof calligraphywith erotic
emotionswhich had becomefirmlyestablished
at the very latest in early 'Abbasid times.
"Tearsuponthe cheeksof chasteyoungwomen
are no more beautiful than tears of the pen
in a manuscript,"was a saying attributed to
a secretary of the caliph, al-Ma'mfin.9 Especially in love poetry, the comparison of
bodily features with letters of the alphabet
became a standard ingredient of the poetic
imagery. The beloved'shair curlingabout the
templeswas comparedto a qaf at each end of
a line,10or to the gracefulcurvatureof the tail
of the letter ra".1l Or it might suggest to the
poet the shape of the letter nun, and a mole
on the cheek of the beloved would then naturally be compared to the dot on top of the
nun." The buddingmoustachemight be likened to half of the letter sad as pennedby a
skilled writer.13 All such beauty attested to
the majesty of the divine scribe.'4
Even love union could be symbolized by
the shape of a letter, in this case the ligature
9 Al-Tawhidi, op. cit., No. 30, p. 12.
10Ibn Abl 'Awn, Tashbizhat,ed. M. 'AbdulMu 'id
Khan, London, 1950 (E. J. W. Gibb Memorial
Series, n.s., I7), p. 250. Comparisonsmaking use of
individual letters (in contrast to general comparisons with writing [below, n. I9], are said to appear
first in the poetry of Dhiu r-Rummah). Cf. C. Brockelmann, GAL, Suppl. I, p. 87f.
"Ibn Abi 'Awn, op. cit., p. 25I.
12 Op. cit., p. 25I,
and as-$Suli,Adab al-kuttatb,
Cairo, I34I, p. 6o.
13 Ibn Abi 'Awn, op. cit., p. 253. A number of
examples were collected by as-Safadi, al-Ghayth almusajjam, Cairo, 1305-I888, vol. I, p. 77f. Occasionally, the idea was carried a bit too far; cf., for
instance, al-Halabi, Nasim as-saba, Beirut, 1883, p.
80.
14 Al-'Imad al-Isfahanii,Kharidat al-qasr (Syrian
poets), Damascus, I375-I955,
p. I89, where jalla
l-katib, "majestic is the scribe," evidently refers to
God.

I9

of the letters alif and 1dm,written, as they
are, closely entwined:
I saw you in my dreamembracingme
Like as the lam of the scribeembracesthe alif.

This verse was often quoted, and the simile
underwent numerous variations at the hands
of successive poets.'5 The same letters 1am15 References to the original verse were collected
by 'Abd-al-'Azlz al-Maymani and H. Ritter in their
respective editions of al-Bakri, Simt al-la'ali, Cairo,
I354-I936, vol. I, p. 578, and 'Abd-al-QahiralJurjani, Asrar al-baldghah, Istanbul, I954, p. i85.
Cf. now also H. Ritter, Die Geheimnisseder Wortkunst,Wiesbaden,1959, p. 22If.
The name of the author of the verse is variously
given: (i) Bakr b. an-Nattar, according to as-Sli,
op. cit. [n. I 2], p. 62; Abiu l-Faraj al-Isfahani,
aghani, Biulaq,I285, vol. I7, p. I55. (2) Bakrb.

Kharijah,
according
to AbiuHilal al-'Askari,
Diwan
al-ma'an?,
Cairo,1352, voI. I, p. 243; al-Bakri,loc.
cit.; al-Sharlshi,
Sharhal-Maqamat,
maq.3 u,Bulaq,
I300, vol. 2, p. I I4, Cairo,I306, vol. 2, p. 98f.
according
to Ibn'Abd(3) AbiuBakral-Muwaswas,
Rabbih,'Iqd, Cairo,I305, vol. 3, p. 248, Cairo,
I3I6, vol. 3, p. 227. (4) Anonymous,accordingto
al-Qali,Amdl, Cairo,1344, vol. I, p. 226, Cairo,
1373, vol. I, p. 223; Ahmadb. 'Abd-al-'Aziz
alJurjani, Wasatah,5ayda', I33I, p. I84 (not seen,

quotedfrom Ritter, loc. cit.); 'Abd-al-Qahir
al-

Jurjani, loc. cit.

The metaphor
of alif-ldmindicating
closeembrace
('anaqa,i 'tanaqa,also 'atafa,talaqa) is usedmainly

in connection
with love union,but also for close
friendshipand, once (Ibn al-Jawzi),for greedily
huggingthematerial
goodsof thisworld:Ibnal-Mu'tazz, in Ibn Abl 'Awn, op. cit., [n. IO], p. 367; Abfu

I-Muta'Dhu I-Qarnayn,
in ath-Tha'alibi,
Yatimat
ad-dahr,Damascus,I304, vol. I, p. 64, and Ibn Khallikan,Wafayat,ed. F. Wiistenfeld,Gottingen,I83542, vol. 3, p. 33; al-Hasanb. 'AlI b. Abi Jaradah,in
Yaqut,Irshad,Cairo,I355-57, vol. i6, p. I5, in the

life of the historianIbn al-'Adlim;'UmarahalYamani, an-Nukatal-'asriyah,ed. H. Derenbourg,
Paris, 1897, p. 59; al-Qaysarani,in al-'Imad alIsfahani, op. cit. [n. I4], p. I37, and al-Khafaji,
Tiraz al-majalis,Cairo, I284, p. IOI; Muhammad

b. 'Abdallah
b. al-Farra';
cf. A. R. Nykl,Hispano-

Arabicpoetry,Baltimore,1946, p. 258, and idem,
SelectionsfromHispano-Jrabicpoetry,Beirut,I949,
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alif, read as a word, mean "no," and thus we
find a poet complainingabout his sad fate as
a rejectedlover:
The lam-shaped
cheekandthe alif-likestraightfigure
of the beloved
Make definitereply to the questionof the lover:
lam-alif no! 16

Fortunately, it was not always an unhappy
message that the alphabetomorphicfeatures
of the beloved conveyed to the persistent
lover:
The nu'n of the eyebrowand the 'ayn of the eyelids,
Togetherwith the mimof the mouth,givethe answer:
na'am yes!17
p. I72; Ibn al-Jawzi, Mudhish, Baghdad, I348, p.
555; Abu Ja'far al-Ilbiri al-Basir, in al-Maqqari,
Analectes, Leiden, i855-6i, vol. I, p. 93I.
In a prose context the metaphor of atif-lam is
used to illustrate extraordinarypromptnessin fulfilling one's promises;cf. al-Khatib al-Baghdadl, Ta'rikh
Baghdad, Cairo, 1349-193I,
vol. 12, p. 479. As the
title of a book, we find it in an early work on love,
ad-Daylami's 'Atf al-alif al-ma'luzf 'ala l-ldm alma tu'f; cf. GAL, Suppl., vol. I, p. 359, and R.
Walzer, in JRAS, 1939, p. 407ff. I had no opportunity to check grammaticalmonographson alif-lam.
The locks of the beloved are comparedto alif and
lam by Abu' Tammam, Diwan, Beirut, n.d., p. 462.
Cf. also Dik al-jinn, in AbiuHilal al-'Askarl, op. cit.,
vol. I, p. 247.
Walking unsteadily is compared to writing aliflam on the road in verses ascribed to the Umayyad
poet Abfu n-Najm al-'Ijll (GAL, Suppl., vol. I, p.
go); cf. as-Suli, op. cit., p. 6if.; ar-Raghib al-Isfahani, Muhaddarat,Cairo, I287, vol. i, p. 6i; alBaghdadi, Khizanat al-adab, Cairo, I347, vol. I, p.
I00; cf. F. Krenkow in A volume of Oriental studies
presentedto E. G. Browne, Cambridge,I922, p. 264.
Alif-lam here is said not to refer to the ligature, but
to the two individualletters.
A Persian verse warns against disorderly companions, "for alif becomescrookedthrough consorting
with lam"; cf. H. Relandus, Enchiridion studiosi,
Utrecht, I709, p. 249.
16 Ibrahim b. Muhammad al-Qayratl (d. 1379),
Diwan, MS. Cairo, adab 103 (no pagination). Cf.
also Ibn Juzayy, in al-Maqqarl,Azhar ar-riyad,Cairo,
I358-6I,
vol. 3, p. I98.
17 'Imad-ad-din ad-Dunaysirl, as quoted by
Ibn

All these and similar comparisons,which are
extremely frequent in Arabic poetry, seem
tiresome and contrived to us because we do
not attach any emotional significanceto the
shape of letters. Conversely,their popularity
in Islam is a strongconfirmationof the hold exercisedby calligraphyover Muslim emotions.
How did writing happen to occupy this
particularplace in Muslim civilization? It is
hardly a satisfactory answer to say that since
all forms of pictorial representation were
greatly curbed in Islam, art took refuge in
calligraphy.18 There must have been some-

thing to suggest that writing was a suitable
outlet for artisticcreativity;thus, we are back
where we started. It also would not do, in my
opinion, to derive Muslim calligraphy from
the wonderment and admirationwith which
little-educated pre-Islamic Arabs considered
the mystery of writing.19 The truth is that
Arabic writing originally showed extremely
little promise of developing into a form of art.
Nabataean writing, the predecessor of
Arabic writing, even in the period when the
Nabataean state was flourishing and prosperous, could hardly be called beautiful. Admittedly, judgments of this sort are wide open
to subjective criticism, and there may be some
who would see a certain subtle elegance and
beauty in the elongated shapes of Nabataean
letters. However, in its transition to Arabic
writing, Nabataean lost all the elegance and
artistic refinement it may have possessed. The
earliest Arabic documents of writing exhibit,
to say the least, a most ungainly type of
script.20 As a matter of fact, the history of
Abil Usaybi'ah, 'Uyuzn al-anba', ed. by A. Muller,
Cairo-Konigsberg,I882-84, vol. 2, p. 27I.
18 C. Huart, Les calligraphes et les miniaturistes
de l'Orient musulman,Paris, I908, p. 2.
19 Cf., for instance, I. Goldziher, Muhammedanische Studien, Halle, I889-90, vol. I, p. iIOf.,
p. 174; vol. 2, p. 7fI
20 Cf. the discussion between A. Jeffery and N.
Abbottin The MoslemWorld, vol. 30 (1940), p.
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the Semiticalphabeticwriting gives little evidence of artistic tendencies. As a utilitarian
and economic product, the Semitic alphabet
shunnedluxuryfeatures and was muchless of
a natural starting point for artistic development than, for instance,Egyptian or Chinese
writing.

In Semitic epigraphy, Palmyrenianin its
later stages shows a tendencytoward developing artistic forms, possiblyunderthe influence
of Greek epigraphicrefinement.SouthArabia
was closer in time andcultureto the beginnings
and later history of Muslim civilization. Epigraphic monuments in the South Arabian
alphabet show the highest developmentof a
true feeling for form and symmetry,coupled
with graceful simplicity,ever achievedin connection with a Semitic language, including,I
believe, later Arabicwriting.
As far as writing on soft material is concerned,we have at our disposalcomparatively
few documentsfrom the pre-Islamicperiod on
which to base our judgment. Many outstanding specimensof unusualcalligraphicskill may
have been lost. We have, for instance, the
Aramaic documents from the Achaemenid
period, the rich finds from the Dead Sea, or
the old Syriac manuscripts,to mention the
most promisingmaterialfor comparison.They
all reveal a certain neatness and loving care
in their execution,but whatever true artisticemotionalelementsthey may contain-and, in
my opinion, they contain hardly any-would
seem to be unintentional.The Arabs' cultural
heritage did not make calliaraphythe natural
choice for artistic expressionamong Muslims.
Whether or not outside models influenced
the rapid rise of Muslim calligraphy is an
open question. Non-Semiticinfluencesare, of
course, not excluded. But Greek writing in
I9Iff., andArs Islamica,vol. 8 (194I),
p. 65ff. It is
the extremelyrapid developmentof Arabic calligraphy
which obscuresthe fact of the original ungainlinessof
the writing.

2I

Syria, as it must have appearedto the Muslims, was presumablynot very impressive.The
famousManichaeanpredilectionfor finebooks
may have influencedMuslimcalligraphysomewhere along the line but hardly at its early
beginnings. On the other hand, in the environment of Semiticspeech,SouthArabianepigraphy could easily have served as a major source
of inspiration,but the fact that the Muslims
knew and admired South Arabian writing is
the only, and insufficient,evidencewe have.
The most likely starting point for the
phenomenal development of calligraphy in
Islam would again seem to be the sacredcharacter of writing. It not only demandedthe
careful and exact executionof religious documents, but also led Muslims to see in writing
an outlet for religious emotions and to discover in it the beauty of the divine and of the
divinecreation. From this startingpoint, writing could have gained easily its position as an
artistic medium on every level of Muslim
civilization. It maintainedthis position, favored by the increasingreligious intensity of
later Muslim history. It was stimulated,perhaps, by non-Arab artistic impulses unduly
repressedby Islam; however,the rise of calligraphywas so early and rapid in Islam that the
earliest generations of Muslims must have
participatedin it. This also makes it unlikely
that the requirementsof a powerful bureaucracy created Muslim calligraphyeven if they
greatly contributed to its development and
growth. At any rate, the fusion of religion
and art in Muslim calligraphybecame a reality. To this day, the tablets with the names
of the Prophet and the four caliphs high up
in the interior of Aya Sofya will not fail to
impress everyone who looks at them intently
as religiousemotionfrozen by art and as being
no less effectiveas a religious and artistic experience than Western religious paintingwas
in a differentif related medium.
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A further noteworthyaspect of writing in
Islam, which is also illustrated by as-Subki's
fatwa, is the fact alreadyalludedto that writing as such, and Arabic writing in particular,
formed the subjectof muchtheoreticaldiscussion and analysis among all kinds of scholars
and writers. Like the other aspectsof the use
of writing in Islam mentionedhere, this is not
something peculiar to Islam. However, the
practiceof writing, even where it is extensive,
must not necessarilybe accompaniedby elaborate speculationsas to the meaning and purpose of writing, its peculiarcharacteristics,or
its limitations. This we find in Muslim literature. Some of the points raised certainly deserve a few words in this context, as indicative
of the role played by writing in Muslim
civilization.
The limitationof the effectivenessof writing most commonly deplored by Muslim
scholarswas peculiarto the Arabic script. As
al-Biruni, writing around the middle of the
eleventh centurynear the end of his long and
fruitful life, phrasedit:
Arabic writing has a great drawback. It contains
letters identical in their forms. They are easily confused, and there results the need for diacritical marks
to distinguishthose letters from each other, as well as
the need for ways and means to express the grammatical terminations at the ends of words. WVhere
these marks are omitted, the meaning becomes obscured. In addition, it is a widespreadcustom among
scribes to neglect the collation and checking of the
correctness of the text of a manuscript. In view of
this situation, it often makes no differencewhether a
book on a certain subject does exist or does not, and
reading such a book makes nobody the wiser with
respectto the subject matter it deals with.2'
This and similar complaints confirm the fact
that Muslim civilization depended on writing
for the preservation and augmentation of its
21 M.

Meyerhof, Vorwort zur Drogenkunde des
Be'runi, Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte der
Naturwissenschaften und der Medizin, vol. 2, pt. 3
(1932),

p. I4.

intellectualheritage. This is a point that needs
stressinginasmuchas the apparatusof Muslim
scholarshipgives the impressionthat the oral
transmissionof informationwas valued very
highly. The religious sciences, in particular,
emphasizedthe necessityof receivinginformation viva voce and consideredthe process of
oral transmissionan indispensableguarantee
for the correctnessof the informationreceived.
The questionwhether instructionby a teacher
or self-instructionwith the help of booksmade
the better scholarwas often discussedandusually decidedin favor of the first alternative.22
However, writing was always used, even in
the disciplinesthat made a fetish of oral transmission and of astonishing-and no doubt
true-feats of memorizing. In fact, insistence
upon the paraphernaliaof oral transmission
becamefor wide circlesa merepretense. Muslim scholarship always placed reliance upon
the written word, and it was this very circumstance that made it great. It was recognized
that there existedsome technicallimitationsto
writing which made it less accuratein certain
respectsthan oral transmission,but these were
outweighedby the durabilityand definiteness
of written fixation. Muslim civilization was
dominated by the written word as modern
Western civilization was, and still is, by its
printed counterpart.
One of the special features of writing
which we find discussedin Muslim literature
as being of practical importanceis the individual character of a person's handwriting.
The possibility of identifying individualsby
their handwritingwas of particularimportance
in legal matters. The question was raised
whether a handwrittenwill that was not wit22

Cf. the discussionbetween two physiciansof the

i ith century, publishedby J. Schachtand M. Meyer-

hof, The medico-philosophicalcontroversy between
Ibn Butlan of Baghdad and Ibn Ridwan of Cairo,
Publications of the Faculty of Arts of the Egyptian
University,vol. I3 (Cairo, I957), p. 83ff.
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nessedby other witnesseswas valid. According
to Ibn Hanbal, it was, provided the handwriting was known and could be identifiedas that
of the testator. A later Hanbalite added the
comment that definite identification of the
handwritingwas a reliable source of knowledge as to the intentionof the testator:
Handwritingindicatesthe spokenword, and the
spokenword indicatesa person'swill and intention.
The mostthat couldbe saidagainstassumi'ng
validity
of a handwritten
will is thatsimilarhandwritings
may
be confusedwith eachother. This would fall into the
samecategoryas the possibleconfusionof figuresand
voices. God put somethinginto the handwritingof
each individualby which his particularhandwriting
canbe distinguished
fromthehandwritingof anyother
individual,in the sameway in whichthe figuresand
voicesof individualscan be distinguished.Peopledo
not havethe slightesthesitationto testifythat this is
the handwritingof a particular individual....
There is muchevidence,almostamountingto absolute
certainty,in favorof the acceptability
of the testimony
of a blindpersonundersuitablecircumstances
when
he is able to identifythe voice of someoneinvolved.
The possibilityof the confusionof voices, if not
greaterthan that of handwritings,is certainlynot
smaller...
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In this and other respects, handwriting came
into its own as part of legal procedure, at least,
according to the opinion of certain lawyers.
Considering the importance of the legal sphere
in Islam, this gave it added status.24
Not only its individual character but also
23 Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyah (d.
I350), at-Turuq
al-hukmiyah, Cairo, I372/1953,
p. 206f.
24
For handwritingand the scienceof the principles
of jurisprudence,cf., for instance, as-Sarakhsi,Usul,
Cairo, I372-73, Vol. I, pp. 357-359.
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the innate meaning and purpose of writing
gave it evidentialcharacter. Accordingto the
firmly held world view of philosophers and
jurists, writing occupiesthe third place in the
schemeof things. First, there are the ideas in
the mind and the intellect. Then ideas become
expressiblethroughthe spokenword. Finally,
the spoken word gains permanenceand ubiquity throughwriting. It could be argued that
writing was the least original of the three
stages, an image (mithal) of an image of an
image.25 However, it was natural to assume
that all of these stages were equallynecessary
for civilization. The last one, as the least
natural one, was then the final achievement
in terms of humancultural endeavor and deserved the highest praise.
Echoing a sentiment also often expressed
in Muslim literature, Abraham Lincoln once
had occasionto observe that the inventionof
writing was "great, very great in enablingus
to conversewith the dead, the absent,and the
unborn,at all distancesof time and space."26
In Islam, this great invention reached the
pinnacleof its effectiveness.In additionto its
elementaryuses, it was the greatly refinedand
indispensabletool of culturein all its aspects.
It was the highly adaptable vehicle for the
expressionof artistic emotion. And it shared
and representedthe sacrednessof the central
fact of Muslimexistence,the religionof Islam.
Schacht-Meyerhof,op. cit., p. 84.
Quoted from a review by D. C. Mearns of The
collected works of Abraham Lincoln, ed. by R. P.
Basler, New York Times Book Review, February 8,
I953, p. 5.
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